Prism Inspections
Manage property performance and ensure compliance with Prism Inspections
In the commercial real estate industry, inspections are traditionally paper-based, and results are gathered
manually. This lack of a centralized, online database can result in lost information, minimal insight and an
inability to gather data about your building that’s ready to be put to use. Using Prism Inspections, property
management teams have a smarter, simpler, and mobile way to evaluate the condition of their properties
which results in increasing productivity, maintaining standards, and gaining valuable insight into their
properties.

Benefits of Prism Inspections:
Inspections anywhere. Complete inspections on the go from any mobile device or platform and track the
creation of corresponding work orders to resolve identified issues.
Inspection scoring. Score inspections to evaluate performance against targets, and automate
escalations, notifications and task creation upon failed inspection points.
Compliance and performance. Assess personnel on inspection compliance and performance to gain a
better understanding of your team’s efficacy.
Detailed inspection reporting. Share with management and clients, reinforcing your delivery results and
providing full visibility into your building operations.

How is Prism Inspections different?
Work from anywhere in an offline mode, without losing any work or data that has been recorded in
areas of poor reception.
Choose the question style that best fits your needs, including checkboxes, dropdowns, radio buttons,
text responses and more.
Set individual questions to require conditional or photo responses and use standard smartphone
features to attach photos to inspections.
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Key Features and Capabilities
Drag and Drop Builder
The simple drag and drop template builder lets
team members create ad-hoc or scheduled
inspections in minutes.

Analytics Dashboard
The solution’s analytics dashboard provides a rich,
visual reporting summary that makes it easy to spot
problems and trends early.

Reporting
Download inspection reports to share with
management and clients, reinforcing your delivery
results and providing full visibility into your building
operations.
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